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Farm Buildings at 
Oak Farm, Park Road,  

Stoke by Nayland, Suffolk 
 

(TM 005 353) 
 

An Archaeological Record 
 
This report provides a written and photographic record at English Heritage (2006) Level 2 of 
a pair of brick sheds adjoining a barn at Oak Farm. The barn was also surveyed for the 
purpose of historic context. The report has been prepared to a brief written by the 
Archaeological Service of Suffolk County Council (Dr Jess Tipper, 29th September 2008, Ref. 
/OakFarm_StokebyNayland2008) and is intended to fulfil a condition of planning permission 
for conversion to commercial use (Babergh District Council application B/08/01218).    
 

Introduction  
 
The following report is accompanied by a CD containing a full photographic record in the 
form of 64 8.2 megapixel digital images (Appendix 1) but also includes printed photographs 
of key features (Appendix 2). Each digital image is separately described in the written report, 
and the CD includes the report in MS Word format. Where possible a white metre scale rod 
with centimetre sub-divisions was included in each photograph. The site was inspected on 
10th October 2008.   
 

Summary 
 
Oak Farm occupies a conspicuous site which commands fine views of the Stour valley to the 
south and the Box valley to the north, approximately 500 metres west of the hamlet of 
Thorington Street. The farm buildings consist of an early-19th century timber-framed barn to 
the west of a mid-19th century yard of brick cattle sheds and shelters that have already been 
converted into office accommodation. A pair of single-storied brick and slated sheds 
adjoining the southern gable of the barn were built in two phases during the mid-19th century, 
and comprise a former cattle shed to the north and a cartlodge to the south. Neither shed 
retains any significant fixtures or fittings, and they are not of particular historic importance. 
The five-bay barn retains a substantial area of rare external weatherboarding with original red 
ochre pigment, preserved within a lean-to shelter shed. Its walls consist of early-16th century 
timbers with evidence of arched doors and mullioned windows that may remain partly in situ. 
The presence of such a building combines with its proximity to the Duke of Norfolk’s park at 
Tendring Hall and its commanding location to suggest the site may have been occupied by a 
medieval park lodge.  
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 Figure 1  

Existing Site Plan (derived from Ordnance Survey). Scale in 5 metre blocks 
 Showing the house and entrance track to the south and the previously converted mid-

19th century brick animal sheds to the north and east of the yard. The historic buildings 
are numbered as follows for ease of reference in the text and photographic record: 

 
1. Mid-19th century enclosed brick animal shed with secondary slate roof adjoining 

the southern gable of the barn and entered by opposing doors to the south.  
2. Mid-19th century brick cartlodge with slate roof adjoining the slightly earlier 

shed to the north (1). Open-sided to west.  
3. Early-19th century timber-framed and pantiled barn of 5 bays with central 

entrance to west and porch to east. Containing much re-used timber of the 16th 
and 17th century. A lean-to animal shelter in the north-eastern angle of the porch 
contains the remains of a hay rack and preserves the original reddled external 
weatherboarding of the barn.  

 
 
Historic Context: Documentary & Cartographic Record 
 
Oak Farm lies in open arable countryside approximately 2 km south-west of Stoke by 
Nayland village and 500 m west of the hamlet of Thorington Street. It occupies a conspicuous 
position on the crest of a ridge between the Stour valley to the south and the Box valley to the 
north, and is reached by a track from the B1068 between Stoke and Higham. The present 
house is a bungalow which appears to date only from the 20th century and lies on the western 
edge of the track approximately 10 m south of a rectangular farmyard. The yard is enclosed 
on the north and south by a range of single-storied mid-19th century red brick buildings that 
have already been converted into offices. The original layout and purpose of these buildings is 
no longer apparent. The redundant barn and brick sheds to the west of the yard form the 
subject of this report.  
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The farm is shown on the Stoke by Nayland enclosure map of 1817 (figure 2) with a large 
rectangular building on the site of the present barn and two smaller structures to the north and 
south, but without a farmhouse. The large building may represent the present barn, but more 
probably its predecessor. The tithe map of 1837 undoubtedly shows the existing barn with its 
distinctive eastern porch and a pair of lean-to sheds to each side. A domestic house had been 
recently erected on the approximate site of the modern bungalow, and a highly unusual 
curved structure which no longer survives had been newly built to the north-east, along with 
four other sheds. The alterations to the farm between 1817 and 1837 indicate a major phase of 
investment which almost certainly included the construction of the barn in its present form, 
albeit on the site of an earlier example from which the timbers were salvaged. The southern 
gable of the barn is adjoined by a small structure which probably represents the earlier of the 
two unconverted sheds (no.1 in figure 1).  
 

          
 

Figure 2 

The changing site layout during the early-19th century, redrawn from the                    
Enclosure Map of 1817 (SRO Q/RI 34) left and Tithe Map of 1837 right 

The tithe apportionment names the adjoining land as Cat field (394 in figure 2) and Upper 
Park Field (396), and describes the site itself as ‘cottage, yard, barn and drift’ (395). The area 
formed part of a large farm of 183 acres owned by Sir Joshua Ricketts Rowley of Tendring 
Hall in Stoke by Nayland and occupied by William Blencowe. The farm included two other 
houses in the parish, one of which lay at Grove Cottage on the opposite side of the B1068, but 
Blencowe does not appear in White’s Directory of 1844 and the location of the principal 
farmhouse (if any) is unclear. The unusual curved building erected between 1817 and 1837 
may have been an architect-designed stable on the Tendring estate but was short-lived as an 
entirely new rectangular yard of standard layout is shown on the Ordnance Survey published 
in 1886 (figure 3). This, and the subsequent editions of 1905 and 1923, shows the yard much 
as it remains today, but divided into four separate compartments. The eastern range consists 
of open-sided shelters (as indicated by broken lines. Yards of this kind were usually intended 
for cattle – yet the height of the hay rack in the only remaining shelter in the north-eastern 
angle of the barn and porch suggests the presence of horses. Both brick sheds (1 & 2) against 
the barn’s southern gable are shown in  their present form with  shed 2 open-sided to the west.    
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Figure 3 
First Edition 25 inch Ordnance Survey of 1886 

 

 
 

Figure 4 
Second Edition 25 inch Ordnance Survey of 1905 
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Figure 5 
Third Edition 25 inch Ordnance Survey of 1923 

 
Building Analysis 

 
1. Single-storied brick shed adjoining barn 
 
The enclosed brick shed adjoining the barn’s southern gable extends to 7 m in length by 7 m 
in width (23 ft) and its eaves lie 3 m (10 ft) above an apparently original floor of white brick. 
The structure is aligned on a north-south axis on ground which slopes downwards from west 
to east, and in consequence the western eaves are only 2.4 m (8 ft) high externally. The 
eastern elevation consists of weatherboarded and tarred studwork on a brick plinth of 1.3 m (4 
ft) while the western elevation and southern gable are of 9 inch red brick. The individual 
bricks are soft reds of 23 cm by 6 by 11 (9 ins by 2.5 by 4.5) which apparently lack frogs and 
are laid in Flemish bond. The studwork and clasped-purlin roof structure consists largely of 
machine-sawn softwood.  
 
The shed is entered from both west and east by doors against its southern gable, and lit by a 
barred western window with later glazing. A hatch penetrates the southern gable but the 
surrounding brickwork was rebuilt with cement mortar in the mid or late-20th century and it is 
not clear whether this is an original feature. The internal western elevation retains fragments 
of internal vertical deal boarding nailed to horizontal rails set into the brickwork, but the shed 
is otherwise lacking in historic fixtures and fittings. The present slate roof appears to have 
been added when a second shed was built against its southern gable, as the two roof coverings 
are integral, despite a clear joint in the brickwork of their respective walls, and the barn gable 
displays the scar of a slightly steeper original roof which may have been pantiled. The 
structure is typical of the mid-19th century and is not shown on the enclosure map of 1817 
(figure 2). It probably dates from shortly before the tithe survey of 1837, on which it appears 
for the first time, but both the roof and eastern elevation were probably rebuilt when shed 2 
was added some years later. The building is typical of mid-19th century cattle sheds 
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elsewhere, with a through-passage to allow access from both inside and outside the yard. 
Three square apertures have been cut into the eastern brick plinth, probably to facilitate 
mucking out but possibly to accommodate a 20th century corn dryer.   
 
2. Single-storied cartlodge  
 
The brick and slate shed which adjoins the southern gable of shed 1 extends to 7.3 m in length 
by 7 m in width and forms a cartlodge with two posts on secondary concrete pads to the west. 
The southern gable consists of weatherboarded studwork with arched pigeon holes at its apex. 
These holes now open into a 20th century boarded dovecote without an internal door. The 
brickwork is laid in Flemish bond and is similar to that of the earlier shed, which it adjoins 
with a straight joint. The clasped-purlin roof structure consists of machine-sawn softwood and 
the building probably dates from an extensive refurbishment of the site in the 1860s or 1870s; 
it is not shown on the tithe map of 1837 but appears on the Ordnance Survey of 1886. No 
historic fixtures or fitting remain.  
 
3. Timber-framed barn   
 
The pantiled barn at Oak Farm lies outside the proposed development area but was briefly 
surveyed for the purpose of historic context. The structure extends to 20.7 m in length by 6.4 
m in overall width (68 ft by 21) and contains five bays with a full-height western entrance in 
the central bay. A porch in the opposite, eastern elevation contains wide but relatively low 
doors opening onto the former animal yard approximately 1 m below, together with a 
northern side door which opens into a lean-to shelter shed. The shelter shed contains the rail 
of a former hay rack 2 m above its floor (suggesting it was intended for working horses rather 
than cattle – although layers of manure may well have raised the ground by as much as a 
metre). The shed has protected an area of reddled external weatherboarding on the barn, 
which has been much patched and altered but appears largely original. Many early-19th 
century barns were reddled in this way before the introduction of tar as a cheap by-product of 
the town gas industry in the mid-19th century, and Maria Marten’s Red Barn lay in the 
neighbouring parish of Polstead.  
 
The barn’s timber frame is typical of the 19th century, with a clasped-purlin roof designed for 
tile rather than thatch and bolted knee-braces instead of the tenoned arch-braces of the 18th 
century and earlier, but many individual timbers date from the early-16th century. These 
timbers include evidence of arched doors and diamond-mullion windows that may have been 
re-used from the building shown on the same site in 1817; the timber may have been re-used 
even in the earlier structure, and the presence of doors and windows suggests they derived 
from a domestic house or a substantial stable. The northern bays of the western elevation 
contain two externally trenched arch braces that appear to be in situ and are unlikely to have 
been retained if the frame was dismantled and re-erected on another site. The possible 
presence of a 16th century stable with arched doors may relate to the name of the nearby road 
and Park Field on the south and west respectively: The conspicuous site of oak farm would 
have been ideal for the lodge of a Tudor park in the immediate vicinity of Tendring Hall, 
which was a major residence of the Dukes of Norfolk in the late-15th century and early-16th 
centuries. The conversion of a lodge into farm buildings might also explain the lack of any 
farmhouse on the site in the early-19th century.    
 
Historic Significance 
 
The mid-19th century brick sheds to the south of the barn are not of particular historic 
significance given their late origin and lack of relevant fixtures and fittings. The barn is of 
some importance however, given the rare survival of its original reddled weatherboarding and 
the presence of much framing from a substantial late-medieval building that may have 
occupied the site.  
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Appendix 1 (on accompanying CD): Full Photographic Record 
 
 
Description of Photographs in Appendix 1 
 
Photograph no. 
 

1. General view of site from north-west showing barn to right and former animal 
sheds now converted into offices to left.  

 
2. General view of site from south-east showing converted offices to right and barn 

to left.  
 

3. General view of approach to site from south showing Oak Farmhouse to left. 
 

4. General view of site from south showing converted offices to right. 
 

5. General view from north-east showing barn to right and sheds to left. 
 

6. Exterior of sheds from south-east showing barn to right. 
 

7. Exterior from north-east showing shed 1 to right and shed 2 to left. 
 

8. Exterior from south-east showing shed 1 to right and shed 2 to left. 
 

9. Exterior from south-west showing sheds in foreground and barn in rear. 
 

10. Exterior from west showing open side of shed 2 to right and shed 1 to left. 
 

11. Shed 1. Western external elevation showing original door and window. 
 

12. Shed 1. External detail of window in western elevation. 
 

13. Shed 1. External detail of north-eastern corner showing junction with barn to 
right. 

 
14. Shed 1. External eastern brick plinth showing secondary  apertures. 

 
15. Shed 1. External detail of secondary aperture in eastern brick plinth. 

 
16. Shed 1. Exterior of eastern entrance door showing junction with shed 2 to left. 

 
17. Shed 1. Interior from south showing brick gable of barn. 

 
18. Shed 1. Interior from north showing hatch in southern gable & external doors to 

left & right. 
 

19. Shed 1. Internal detail of clasped-purlin roof structure from north. 
 

20. Shed 1. Interior of eastern elevation showing barn to left. 
 

21. Shed 1. Interior of eastern elevation showing southern entrance door to right. 
 

22. Shed 1. Internal detail of studwork of eastern elevation. 
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23. Shed 1. Interior of western elevation showing southern entrance door to left. 

 
24. Shed 1. Interior of western elevation showing barn to right. 

 
25. Shed 1. Detail of boarding to interior of western elevation from south-east. 

 
26. Shed 1. Detail of boarding to interior of western elevation from north-east. 

 
27. Shed 1. Internal detail of hatch in southern gable with rebuilt brickwork. 

 
28. Shed 1. Internal detail of brick floor from north. 

 
29. Shed 2. External eastern elevation showing yard wall and shed 1 to right. 

 
30. Shed 2. External detail of brickwork to eastern elevation. 

 
31. Shed 2. Exterior of weatherboarded southern gable. 

 
32. Shed 2. External detail of dovecote apertures at apex of southern gable. 

 
33. Shed 2. Interior of northern gable showing roof structure. 

 
34. Shed 2. Internal detail of hatch to shed 1 in northern gable. 

 
35. Shed 2. Interior of brick eastern elevation. 

 
36. Shed 2. Interior of studwork southern gable. 

 
37. Internal detail of boarded dovecote at apex of southern gable. 

 
38. Shed 2. Interior of open-sided western elevation showing southern gable to left. 

 
39. Shed 2. Interior of open-sided western elevation showing shed 1 to right. 

 
40. Exterior of barn from south-east showing scar of earlier roof to shed 1. 

 
41. Exterior of barn from east showing porch with lean-to animal shelter to right. 

 
42. Exterior of lean-to animal shelter from east. 

 
43. Interior of lean-to animal shelter showing side entrance to barn porch. 

 
44. Detail of iron barn to side door of barn porch. 

 
45. Interior of animal shelter from east showing rail of hay rack & reddled 

weatherboarding to barn. 
 

46. Reddled external weatherboarding to eastern elevation of barn within animal 
shelter. 

 
47. Interior of animal shelter showing porch to left and reddled weatherboarding to 

right. 
 

48. Reddled weatherboarding to eastern elevation of barn from animal shelter. 
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49. Detail of reddled weatherboarding to eastern external elevation of barn seen 

within animal shelter. 
 

50. Exterior of lean-to animal shelter from south-east showing converted brick shed 
to right. 

 
51. Exterior of barn from north-west showing sheds 1 & 2 and house to right. 

 
52. Interior of barn from south. 

 
53. Interior of barn from north. 

 
54. Interior of barn porch from west showing side door to left. 

 
55. Interior of barn porch showing re-used southern roof-plate  with diamond mullion 

mortises. 
 

56. Interior of barn showing extensive re-used timber in northern bays of western 
elevation. 

 
57. Interior of barn showing detail of external wall braces in re-used framing. 

 
58. Interior of barn showing detail of re-used late-medieval door jamb with arch 

mortise. 
 

59. Interior of barn showing external wall brace in western elevation with northern 
gable to right. 

 
60. Internal detail of roof structure of barn. 

 
61. Interior of barn showing central entrance of western elevation. 

 
62. Interior of barn showing eastern elevation with porch to right. 

 
63. Interior of barn showing western elevation with brick southern gable to left. 

 
64. Interior of barn showing eastern elevation with re-used reddled boarding. 
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Appendix 2 (pp. 11-15): Selected Printed Photographs 
  

 
 

A2.1   General view of site from south-east showing former animal sheds now converted 
into offices to right and barn to left 

 

 
 

A2.2  Exterior of sheds 1 and 2 (right to left respectively) from south-east showing barn to 
right     
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A2.3   Exterior of sheds from west showing the open side of shed 2 to right and the brick 
wall of shed 1 with door and window to left 

 

 
 

A2.4  Shed 1. External detail of north-eastern corner showing junction with barn to right 
with entrance door and secondary apertures in brick plinth to left 
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A2.5   Shed 1. Interior from south showing the brick gable of the barn with later buttress 
 

 
 

A2.6  Shed 1. Internal detail of brick floor from north, showing western entrance to right  
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A2.7  Shed 2. Interior of studwork southern gable showing open western elevation to right 
 

 
 

A2.8   Interior of animal shelter against eastern elevation of barn showing porch to left and 
reddled weatherboarding to right above the rail of a hay rack 
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A2.9  Detail of reddled weatherboarding to eastern external elevation of barn seen from 
animal shelter.  

 

 
 

A2.10  Interior of barn showing extensive re-used timber in northern bays of western 
elevation  
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